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Advocate
DR. PAUL HILL recently reported on
the initial year of the University
Advocate Program, GSU's ombudsman
(your friend at court), to the President
and the GSU community. In his
summary of the year's activities,
University Advocate Hill observed that
because those "involved in cases
brought to the Advocate's Office have
exhibited
reasonableness
and
cooperativeness," the majority of the
concerns
have
been
settled
satisfactorily. Many people come to the
Advocate's Office in a state of anger,
sadness and frustration, he continued,
and the Advocate seeks to understand
their feelings as well as the facts of the
case in an atmosphere of openness,
warmth and cordiality. He encourages
complainants to actively participate in
settling their cases to "facilitate
positive relationships between the
aggrieved parties."

....Semi-Annual Report:
~~~..-.~~~.....,~.--..~~

Students Have A friend
In his report, Dr. Hill identifies ten
areas where problems seem to recur,
and be makes recommendations
intended to ameliorate these problem
areas in order to make GSU "a more
effective and humane institution .
sensitive to the problems of its
citizenry."
'Lack of adequate information' heads
Hill's list. He notes the majority of
complaints be receives are based on
either faulty or inadequate information
and can be cleared up promptly once
the correct facts are discovered and
explained. Dr. HilJ suggests the
university take steps to make sure
correct information gets quickly into
the hands of faculty and staff so they
are prepared for questions as they
arise. He feels that brief printed
summaries of frequently-requested
information would be helpful.
Dr. Hill also sees a need for

improving thestudent-advi"Sing system.
" Rightly or wrongly," he states,
"students complain that they can't
communicate-with their advisors and
module
coordinators."
Hill
recommends that the entire studentadvisor process be re-conceptualized.
While admitting · that the advisingrelationship should "focus on the
personal and professional growth of
students," he goes even further to note
that "growth and change on the part of
the advisor may also be anticipated."
Other problem areas covered , in,
Advocat~ Hill's report include a lack of
accurate and up-to-date records, an
increased incidence of complaints from
students who feel they have been
unfairly or arbitrarily dropped from
modules by coordinators, and problems
relating to non-payment of students'

THE HUMAN SERVICE ORGANIZATION {HSO) now has an
office on the third floor in HLD, number
C-3522. The organization was formed to
help students who are interested in
bringing speakers to GSU, or having a
workshop or seminar at the university.
HSO's work-study person and members
are available to aide students in moving
through the red-tape which can be
thoroughly confusing to the average
student. HSO is also available to help
students plan trips to conferences and
conventions. Several students have just
returned from a trip to Syracuse which
was planned and coordinated by HSO.
An article about the workshop they
attended follows.

Cont lniHHl on page 3

Registration
described in depth
Betty Jean
ANOTHER CENTRALIZED REGISTRATION bas
come and gone, and its success or failure varies
greatly depending upon whether you talk to students or
administrators.
One student, having got her BA in Dec. and now
starting on her masters, was shocked to discover that
she is now a "new" student and had to register very
Ia te. ''And of course all the modules I want are closed. I
have to waste a whole session taking shitty stuff," she
·said through angry tears. "The hell with it. I quit."
Another student, so angry she could hardly talk,
complained bitterly over the dean's refusal to allow
- her to take more than 8 units. "He won't even listen to
me. No one will listen. I came here with a 4.5 from my
junior college and I know what I can do. But no one will
even hear me." There were rumors of a near fist fight,
and some v£ry displeased people arrived from the
North Side at wrong times. The most common
complaint seemed to be that the modules everybody
wanted were closed.
Robert Hauwiller, of Admission and Records,
expressed both satisfaction a nd dissatisfaction with
the registration procedure. Considering that the
availability of the computer was not known until four
weeks before registration, Hauwiller was pleased that
the process was as well organized as it was.
"However ", he says, "there is always room for
improvement. "
The present system was devised mainly to solve two
long-standing headaches for the university: inaccurate
or incomplete class lists and non-payment of fees. This
system is meant to serve an interim period. When
increased computer capacity becomes available in a
year or two, a more efficient system will be initiated.
According to Hauwiller, in the new system, students
will be able to fill out special computer forms
themselves and not have to go through a central
registration_The student will list his alternate choices
of classes, turn them in, and a computer will
automatically fill classes on a priority basis, make out
each student's schedule and bill and mail it to the
student before the first day of the session.
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Credo: To boldly go where no other newspaper hos gone before
In pursuit of honesty. fairness ond truth In oil thot we publish.

Blue

Note~

Sy Robert Blue

Coming out

The opinions, analysis and letters to the
editors appearing within these pages do not reflect nor
represent the official policy of the INNOVATOR
publications. The editor or his agents will retain final
prerogative of editorial inclusion and/or exclusion.
The views expressed are those of that person and/or
group which any and all rebuttal should be addressed.

Peoples Podium

Letter to Staff...
IT IS VERY SELDOM that a group of people can
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - work together, especially when they all come from
different backgrounds. Yet it is a good feeling indeed
when they do. This is the feeling that this journalist has
thinking about you the s taff of this rag. I will take this
space and ink to thank you Anthony for your uncanny
The Governing Board of the- Association of illinois
ability to find .solutions to problems in un-exact
Student (;{)vernments, Inc. CAISG) voted overendovers, you Jean for your neat capacity to find
whelmingly Saturday to adopt a resolution conerrors in copy unintelligeable to others. To Lloyd my
demning " the arbitrary and selective enforcement of
thanks for getting out the photographs when no one else
• the slate's marijuana laws," in the wake of a drug raid
would. And you Tom for being just Tom.
at DeKalb.
The INNOVATOR has come a long ways says many
Meeting at Southern Illinois University at Carpeople
around GSU and we should share equally in it's
bondale, the AISG Governing Board voted 8-1 in favor
apparent success. As the year begins let us all strive
of the resolution, denouncing the lllinois Bureau of
towards a higher level of professionalism and
Investigation (ffii) and the City of DeKalb ·poJice
individual
accomplishment as we ke~p our readers
Department for the drug bust " apparently aimed at
abrest
of
events
and activities of importance.
stifling/ silencing individuals involved in responsible
To all of those persons that contribute in the
and legal efforts to change those laws."
production of the INNOVATOR whose names are
Five NIU students, including one DeKalb alderman
many, you are an invaluable asset to be sure and don't
and three members of the NIU student government,
stop
now. All of us that are involved in the production of
were arrested Thursday evening on charges varying
the
INNOVATOR
recognizes the need to have a strong
from simple possession, to sale and delivery of
and functioning newspaper. With the continuing
marijuana.
assistanct> of staff and dedication to the mandate and
The five students arr~ted have been involved in
philosophy of GSU we can and will make the
efforts at DeKalb to get petitions signed calHng for a
INNOVATOR the standard of judgement in
referendum to revise DeKalb County statutes on
cooperation '\ and accomplishment for the entire
marijuana use.
university population. Again let me thank you one and
The AISG resolution noted that the statewide special
all for saying it and doing it. Happy new year and
int erest group agreed with others favoring
happy every year.
decriminalization of marijuana in that pot arrests are
counterproductive, that costs of enforcing marijuana •
Editor-In-Chief
laws far exceed benefits, and that current statutes
breed hostility toward police and disrespect for the
law.
Scott Nixon, chairperson of the G<>verning Board,
felt the arrests last week would help unify campus
students throughout the state on the question of
decriminalizing marijuana. "I ieel it unfortunate that
police have to resort to selective and arbitrary tactics
THERE LS A LACK of communication between the
to try to halt reasonable and legal efforts to try to
separate and independent organizations which claim to
change the system by working within the system,"
represent the students at GSU. The people who have to
N'IX.on said.
suffer the consequences of the communications void
are the students who are paying the university for an
education (with the help of taxpayers).
It is time for those who want to be active in
determining bow this institution is to serve their needs
to come together and get their ideas together, because
people are power and power determines what will be
Circular eltpansion,
done and what won't be done at any institution.
second order transmogrification
The segmented organizations within this institution
I see before me a handful of people who dig each
have been trying to deal with various problems
other a lot. They dig working together toward a
through a wide range of ad-hoc committees and
common goal, though that goal means something
organizations which function as " clubs'', with their
different to each one of them. Likewise the specific
· political in-groups and " confidential" documents.
ways of achieving that goal differ amongst them. The
The organizations which are composed of people
goal is to expand this circle of friends using words. The
must organize along common interests, get off their
words are left to the discretion of the writers. The
butts and start to serve the people who they claim to
vehicle they use/ make/ comprise reflects the
serve. Otherwise there is no democracy; there is no
collective interests of the group. The words fill in the
freedom of individual rights; there is no
framework for the vehicle, giving it form , shape and
representation, because those who start organizations
meaning. The frame itself is the idea which pulls the
to deal with human needs lose those touch with the
individuals together. The creative synergy of that
people who they are supposed to represent and wind up
brings into being the vehicle. In collectively funcserVi9g their own self-centered ~o trips. People can
tioning they define a process which is them and not
unite in a common effort to serve their own needs and
them ; fOr in becoming process they beco~e something
the needs of other people, but first they must realize
else while still remaining the same. They become
their limitations, assets and tolerance of other groups
something bigger than them and yet it is within their
of people with similar ideas and objectives.
bands to guide and direct, as they are within each
Information and unity equals representation which in
other's. In reading this you hold the vehicle in your
turn equals power to all the people; not just a few.
hands, a s you are reading this in the Innovator. It is
you. It is us. It is ours to guide and direct. Join the
circle that makes it to be.
Ed. note: write on.
Tony Wardynski

The legality of it all

the-gap

Tell It Like It Is

AJ\IllD A SNOW covered landscape and red and green
lights rebounding off the fixtures and folks , the year
end blast ignited.
In an interview with the chief coordinator of the
affair, Grant Steevie, the Innovator learned of some of
the difficulties and joys of staging this activity.
"Coordinating was a horrendous job. You don't know
some of the variable in such a venture. After receiving
the go ahead from SSAC in terms of funding, and
realigning our original budget, we were able to ahead
;md do it," said Grant. He went on the say ; " there were
a large number of people working together to bring the
blast off: . People who are experts and non-experts
working and devoting time and effort to the holiday
festivities group CHFG) to make it work.
The crowd density was estimated at around 250
people. People were observed in mass in the eating and
lounging area. Ed Washington came on great by
presenting an aura (natural light emitted from
humans) awareness excercise which made me see the
light.
Nebula, GSU's newest sound, tantalized and taunted
the crowd to boogie and bump. as they displayed their
interesting repertoire of standard and modified rock
and jazz. Paul Parker, bass guitarist for the group
opened the set with folk tunes played on his acoustic
guitar which seemed appropriate f~r the spirited
occasion.
Dr. Bill Engbretson made the sojourn to the festive ,
oc-casion, adding a bit of validity to the claim that1
administrators are just people when it comes to
partying. Other top heavies in attendance included ;
Eas's Dean Ted Andrews, Dr. and Mrs. Mel Muchnik,
Dr. Sitarum and his family, Paul Leinberger and Ed
Miller.
The food drive was less than a"success but we still
received some food.. This was given to the participating
groups in the affair to distribute to needy families in
~e surrounding communities.
"1 would hope that this festive attitude does not
1
dissipate and that people around GSU continue to be
able to get together and have a good time under one
roof no matter what their hangups are," Grant said.
The fact that over 100 people came out in the snow
and cold indicates that there are a few people around
who are not restricted to home life activities. All in all
it was a ball.
We of the holiday festivities gro_up would like to give
.J
thanks to all those persons who worked so very hard
and long despite the odds against succeeding to make
this party a good thing.
·
Through it all, during and after it all, reservations •
and hints of uncertain(y loomed but the combined
energy and determination of the HFG rose to meet and
defeat the challenge.
Now as we greet the new year let us all try a little
tenderness as we move and groove through the new
year. Have the happiest and healthiest of days, GSU
people. Keep on doing it! ! !
BY THE WAY . . . GSU's own •gouging' gourmet,
Rich Morris, did a fantastic catering job in providing
the tasty tid-bits for the ravenous crowd. Out of an
order of 300 pieces of chicken only fifty pieces were
left. And the Chop Suey which was purchased for the
non-meat eaters vanished faster than expected. In
fact, the entire menu was enjoyed, suggesting
approval of those in attendance.

.

The Innovator staH
Joins the GSU community
In wishing a speedy
recovery to Dean Ted
Andrews of EAS, who
succumbed to a heart
attaclc on Dec. 22.

Innovator

Up and commining
A SPECIAL CONCERT in honor of the visiting IUinois Board of Governors of
State Colleges and Universities will be given by Governors State University jazz

groups.

.

The jazz concert will be January 8 from 7:30 to 8:30 p.jD., when the Board is on
the GSU campus to hold a regular meeting.
The Board of Governors includes Chicago State University, Eastern Illinois
University, Governors State University, Northeastern Illinois University, and
Western lllinois University.
The Board of Governors, subject to the laws enacted for its guidance by the State
of Illinois, is the policy-making body of the state in the direction and control of the
colleges and universities responsible to it.
The Governors State University jazz program bas three performing entities,
historically known as GSU Music experience, GSU ensemble, and GSU Jazz sextet.
The first two are large and the last is comprised of six members.
Although the personnel in each group have consistently changed over the past
three years, the quality of performance remains high because of the national and
international success of the original jazz sextet.
Director of the GSU jazz program is Dr. Warrick L. Carter, university \professor
of music in the College of Cultural Studies.

Will The Real Litter Bugs Step Forward

A picture
contest folks
Want to hit Europe next summer,
with a friend, and have $5000 in cash to
spend?
This dream two, months vacation can
be all yours. No puzzles to figure out,
either. Just take a picture which, in the
opinion of judges, is worthy of
'publication in the Minolta College
Gallery and is the best of all entries,
and you' ll be on your way.
Minolta' s photo competition is
ex~)usively for college students. Grad
students, too. Male and female.
The big camera company has come
up with a big idea: The Minolta College
Gallery, a special section to appear
periodically in College Magazine and
containing at least ten prize winning
photos taken by students attending a
college or university in the United
States.
The top prize will be a two month
vacation in Europe next summer for
the winner and a friend. The company
will provide air transportation and in
addition give the big winner $5,000 in
cash to pay for all lodgings, food,
ground transportation and other
expenses. Additionally, the two
travelers will each receive Minolta
SR-T 102, 35 mm reflex cameras.

Contestants, whose pictures are
published in the College Gallery, will
each receive $100 in cash.
Minolta has selected eight categories
for the College Gallery: sports, still
lifes, social commentary, human
interest, abstracts, environment,
humor or news. Visual effectiveness
and technical ability will rate high.
Also, to be considered in the judging
will be the appropriateness of the
subject matter to a specified category.
Judging will be done by an independent
org~ization.

Students can enter as many photos as
they wish, but each must have an
official entry form. Forms can be
obtained from Min9lta's advertising
department at 101 "' Williams Drive,
Ramsey, N.J., 07446. Entries must be
postmarked by January 20, 1975, and
received by January 31, 1975.
A Minolta spokesman said that the
contest for college students has no
connection with any other contest the
company
might
be
running
simultaneously.
So, get that camera loaded with film.
And start shooting. We want one of us to

.. '

WID .

Beginnings by Schapiro _
The GSU community is invited to experience BEGINNINGS, a multi-media
program, on Sunday, January 5, 1975, at 10:15 AM at the Unitarian-Universalist
Church in Chicago Heights.
BEGINNINGS was created by ·writer-poet-actor and GSU staff member Stan
Shapiro who was inspired by the film "Siddharta" last year. Music featured in the
program includes ·selections from Heinrich Schutz' " Cantiones Sacre," and
" Through A Looking Glass," by Eric Sa tie. BEGINNINGS has been described as a
" personal, emotional, thought-provoking" statement. However, it has only the
remotest relationship to Stan's poem " Mother Nature," published twice
previously in this newspaper.
The church is located at 15th and Scott Streets in Chicago Heights (one block east
of Ashland and one block south of Route 30).

Ah, the flowing flutist
A RENOWNED FLUTE SOLOIST, educ~tor, and clinician wHJ appear in a free
public concert af Governors State University.
Gary Sigurdson will perform January 22 at\i p.m.
His extensive background as a flutist includes more than 200 appearances as
soloist with orchestra or in recital. He has been first flutist in the Nashville
Symphony, Kansas City Philharmonic, the Chicago Little Symphony, and the
Royal Danish ballet. He was for six years a member of the Interlochen Arts quintet
and can be heard on their records for C.R.I., Serenus and Mark Educational
recordings. He has recorded the flute works of Nicolas Flagella for Serenus.

Woodwindy & brassy
WOODWIND AND BRASS quintets will perform in concert at Governors State
University January 26.
" The Windy City Woodwind Quintet" and ''The Chicago Brass Quintet" will
appear in the performing arts music series of " discussion, performance, meet the
artist" at 7 :30 p.m. in the GSU theater.
,
Ticket information may be obtained by telephoning Marilyn Miller of the College
of Cultural Studies at {312) 534-5000, extension 2458 or 2454.

Book review

The happiest day of a V~oman's life
SMALL CHANGES, by Marge Piercy
(Fawcett Crest, $1.75) handles the
same material in different style. The
result is a long and lesiurely book,
traditional and sprawling. The surprise
is that one of the two protaganists,
Beth, does come from a small town
working-class bac.k ground, and it is she
who eventually carves out the more
"radical" life style. Miriam, the other
heroine, whose story intertwines with
Beth's, comes from an " educated,"
middle class family and might be
conventionally supposed to be more
open to experiment. The book opens
with a description of Beth's wedding
day, " The Happiest Day of a Woman's
Life." Beth sleepwalks through the
ceremony feeling like the wedding
dress and $35 headpiece are wearing

her. At the time she sees no other way
to escape a drab and contentious life
with her parents than to marry her high
school boyfriend. Beth meets Miriam
when she later runs away to Boston.
Miriam is a computer whiz, single and
living with a lover. By the end of the
book, however, Miriam finds that the
pull toward the conventional woman's
role in marriage is too strong. She
discovers herself settled down, getting
fat and wondering what went wrong.
The point is not that anything is
" wrong" with such a life if it makes one
reasonably happy and does not
engender neurosis or ultimate despair.
On the other band, Beth, who arrived in
the city with no financial or educational
resources, only her conviction that life
must hold a little more than it
promises, haltingly fumbles toward a

resol~tion which is uniquely her own,
not the result of a system imposed from
without.
Actually, SMALL CHANGES . is an
effective warning that _the oppressive
patriarchal society in which we live
affects all women, regardless of
background, class or interests. We only
kid ourselves if we think it does not.
Even though this book is in traditional
novel form , it is a militant call for unity
and sisterhood, rather than an
exploration of one individual' s
internalized conflict and resolution like
FEAR OF FLYING.
Read both books. Olristrnas vacation
is coming up. If you're a woman, let the
gift
wrapping
and
holiday
housecleaning go and take time to read
something for yourself for a change.
Who deserves it more?

., Innovator

•g' Advocate. report

increased bookstore hours, the fact that
his office serves a useful function by
students obtain free or
helping
A.
inexpensive legal advice when needed,
co ntin ued fo rm page 1
and the need for continued attention to
financial obligations to the university- the transportation needs of the GSU
Instead of instituting punitive community.
measures against non-paying students
Dr. Hill concludes his report with a
as do some universities, Dr. Hill detailed outline of the many positive
recommends a program of financial experiences which he has observed in
counseling for students with this tbe life of the university during the past
difficulty. At the same time the year. He comments favorably on the
university faces the problem of ·courtesy shown by university staff and
students who do not pay their bills, faculty. "The university continues to
com~ints are being registered by have many beautifUlly concerned
students who want to pay fees and are people who are concerned about
not permitted to do so. This is students." He also notes "evidence of
"somewhat disconcerting," says Hill, an emerging unity in several s'pheres of
and he recommends that this lack of a university life...evolving into a breadth
continuous payment facility be re- of vision which advocates greater
evaluated.
concern for the total University
Dr. Hill also notes the need for community."

Community members wanted
for CCS Community Council
COMMUNITY RESIDENTS ARE
DESIRED for the community council of
the College of Cultural Studies at
Gi>vernors State University.
Sought are persons interested in the
_ arts, theater, music, literature, urban,
black, Latino, or women's studies.
Lay persons interested in joining
should contact Bob Press of the college,
whose telephone number is ( 312) 5345000.
Dr. Alfonso Sherman, dean of the
college, said:
"The role of the community council is
to provide community input and to
serve as a bridge for community interests, concerns, and needs in relation

Uh-huh, you seel

:Angry fist don't.
strike lau.ghi ng eyes
.

Herbie would have said " Just
call it a learning experience! " A
learning experience is what GSU
. is all 'bout. Last Tuesday night
was, anyway, for a small group of
people attending 'Marcus (]siah)
chism' s module entitled Contempor ary Mythol ogy. Jim
Bevels, a close associate of
Martin Lugher King during the
era of revolution attended the
class as guest speaker_
Jim's message was simple;
"Not an ideology" he stated. "A
matter of fact! " Jim knew bow
to get down rignt away. " We
know or we don't know! No
matter of opinion" which he
called white jive cuz whites are
"red Niggars", " a matter of
fact. "

Jim was asked if he would give question. " Look at yourself
some pointers on what could be before you look your neighbor.
done. "Sure, ask yourself four Heal yourself and then you can
questions. But first remember get to work.
that integrity comes before In·
"Are you destroying the
telligence. Intelligence is the
system that wounded you? " Jim
law. But Integrity comes first.
You ' ll never say anything placed on the board for the next
worthwhile if part of it is a lie." question. His third question was
" Are you healing the people that
J i m explaned that inner
create
the system that wounded
unresolved tensions account for
you? " And finally, for the last
what he called u nfaithful
language. "Clear up the inside question, Jim wrote on the board,
_..Are you creating a system that
and the language outside
don't wound people? "
becomes clear too. " The first
question was written on the green
" Ignorance is ignorant" Jim
blackboard at the front of the exclaimed during the class
room. " Are you healing your- session which got down many
self?" J4n, who was wearing a
many times. Jim explained that
plain brown suit and oxford shoes people Jive Self-concept or Selftook some time to explain the
perception.

to the purposes and functions of the
College of Cultural Studies.
" It is composed of lay a nd
professional persons from the
metropolitan area with varying occupational, educational, and ethnic
backgrounds served by the university.
"Council members serve a two-year
term, and are expected to take an
active interest in the activities and
programs at the university, and to
participate in the council's work. The
council meetings are held once a
month."
The College of Cultural Studies joins
students, faculty, and community in an
effort to discover and address the
problems and issues of contemporary
life.
The academic orientation has led to
the development of the major in·
novating structure within t he
college-the interdisciplinary studies
context USC): ethnic studies, invention
and creativity, language and the
human condition. popular culture, and
socio-cultural processes.
Each of the five ISCs is neither antidisciplinary nor non-disciplinary .
Rather , disciplinary interests in
language and literature, the social
sciences, and the_fine and performing
arts are applied to broad contexts.

at

Self concept is living a life full
of rumors, myths, beliefs and
assumption based on, 1n general,
privileges and rewards.
Self perception, on the other
hand, is a life of righ ts and
perogatives based on Love, Integrity, Justice and Kindness.
During the session one of the
students brought up a point about
an encounter between him and a
druggist somewhere in the South
over two containers of Aspirin
which eventually ended with a
pistol pointed at Dave' s temple.
Jim drew a diagram on the board
and went on to explain- "If inside
of us, we have any unresolved
tensions our language outside is

changed." Clean up tbe inside
and the outside is already clean"
J im said. "The man holding the
gun at your temple is sick. Do you
want to burt a sick man? "
" We function according to
Mental, Biological, Electrical,
Chemical and Physical Laws not.
according to matter of opinion.
We feel, touch, see, smell, hear,
taste and think. We should be
aware of our motives and intentions as well as our feelings
and thoughts. Also out language
and goals, the outcome of those
goals and finally, our conduct.
Jim is available Sundays at the
Clinic located at 64.18 South
Harvard in Chicago.

Deem ioins GSU
A FO~MER'· BLOOM Community College and Bloom high school faculty
member has joined Governors State University.
Dr. Thomas E. Deem will be in community college relations as well as in
cooperative education. In the latter he will specialize in placement in community
colleges. He will be university professor of higher education in the College of
Cultural Studies.
During eight years at Bloom Community College and high school, he was a
teacher, administrator, counselor , and coach. He is former president of Logan
College at Carterville, ill., and Yaltima, Wash., Valley College, and former
academic dean at Lake Land College at Mattoon, ill. He has been with Tipton, Ind.,
high school.
Dr. Deem's business experience includes General Electric Company at
Schenectady, N.Y.; G.E. Supply Corporation at Cleveland, 0., and Haynes Stellite
Com_pany at Kokomo, Ind.
He received a bachelor of naval science from Holy Cross College, B.S. in
business administration-accounting and finance from Indiana University, M.S. in
educational administration from Purdue University, and Ed.d. in educational
administration from University of Illinois. He isa native of New Albany, Ind.

Registration described in depth
Continued from page 1
Meanwhile, Hauwiller emphasized, it is important
that people read their registration material carefully
before attempting to register. The people who were so
inconvenienced by arriving at the wrong times would
not have had that problem if they had read the
mate.r ial. "The hours were published," said Hauwiller.
"If they knew that they were to register, they should
have known when."
Hauwiller also wants it known that in real hardship
cases, arrangements can be made ahead of time with
coordinators to register at a time other then when
scheduled. "The process is not so rigid that exceptions
cannot be made to meet real needs," he said.
One professor, David Crispin of HLD, when asked his
opinion of .registr.ati~ -said,!' WeU, it's a whole lot

more efficient this way, but.. . .'' Turns out that Dave
has a "fantasy" that there ought to be a way to plan a
process that will start with the students' needs, not the
university' s needs. " What l'd like is a system that is
unique for us, a computer-based system that allows a
student to enter the school, be advised, select his
learning experiences and be registered for his entire
educational career. The university bulletin would offer
all the things we can do around here, but not when or
where or how we are going to do them. The student
would choose from that according to his needs, then the
computer would bring together all the available
resources to meet those needs. " The next question, of
course, was how his could be accomplished. " I qon't
know. Probably can't be done," he said glumly.

Dentalgram
Judith M. Scott, Dental Assistant Student
Services
This Prevent-A-Gram is intended to be a reminder to
present students, staff and the University community.
It is also intended to inform new membet;s of the
university about the limited services offered from
Dental Service.
( 1) P .S.C. <P rairie State College) P rovides complete
cleaning <Prophylaxis) x-rays, fluoride treatments.
Rates: <between $1.-$3.00) appt. can be made from
Dental -Services.
DENTAL HEALTH, LIKE SUCCESS, IS NOT A
DESTINATION, BUT A CONTINUOUS JOURNEY.
(2) Dentist <depending on area, or individual seeking
the service[
(3) Dental Laboratory
<4 > Area Clinics
(5) University Clinics
(6) Dental Specialists
<7> Schools for : Dental Assistants, Hygienists and
Dentists
The services here also provides a Basic Dental
Demonstration for good oral hygiene which includes a
" Piak-lite Test" to expose and test for plaque controL
The proper method of brushing, dental flossing, and
the technique of using disclosing tables are also
included in the demonstration. Consultations,
literature and medication for temporary relief of
emergency treatment is available. A "Dental Disease
Control Program" <a slide viewer with film strips) are
for assistance, and tapes of Preventive Dentistry can
be checked out
Take time to visit the service.

'.L-------------------------~
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During a 14-hour period, the Defense Dept.
spends more than the entire annual budget of
the United Nations Food Program
Dear Newspaper Editor:
We enclose a copy of an open Jetter to the college
students of America regarding the food dilemma that
confronts the world. Our letter urges students to bold
food action teach-ins on their campuses and work with
their communities to develop other activities next
spring on the day which has been set aside as National
FOOD DAY- April17, 1975.
Students at the Universities of Michig~ and
Wisconsin have already begun planning spring teachins. Yale University students and faculty have set up a
six-week lecture series on world food problems and
held a fast on November 5, to commemorate the
opening of the World Food Conference. We hope that
these and similar events happening around the country
will encourage other students to commit themselves to
organizing spring FOOD DAY events.
To coordinate.,-and service both campus and community activities, a national FOOD DAY headquarters
has been opened at 1785 Massachusetts Ave., NW,
Room 206, Washington, D.C. 20036. The telephone
number is 202-462-8510.
We urge you to print the enclosed letter~r excerpt
from it- because we have no other way of quickly
reaching the millions of college students in the nation.
We will be happy to answer questions or provide more
information if you need it. U it is not inconvenient, we'd
like you to send us press clips of whatever you publish
regard.ing FOOD DAY.
Thank you for your help.

FOOD DAY PROJECT
Center for Science in the Public Interest
1785 Massachusetts Ave. NW Room 206
Washington, D.C. 20036
202-462-8510
Open Letter to College Students
Here are a few facts you may or may not be aware
of:
•The U.S. military budget is 60 times greater than
the budgetfor overseas economic aid. During a 14-hour
period, the Defense Department spends more than the
entire annual budget of the United Nations food
program.
•Only about 40 percent of Americans eligible for food
stamps currently receive them.
*The ad budget of General Foods is almost three
times bigger than the budget of the Food Bureau of the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration.
•The American meat-based diet deprives the world
of 18 million tons of cereal protein, an amount almost
equal to the world's protein deficiency.
•President Ford, during the recent World Food
Conference, denied the U.S. delegation permission to
increase emergency grain shipments from one million
to two million tons to India, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka,
Pakistan, and Tanzania.
*Americans consume, on the average, about one
hundred pounds of sugar each year. Some foods sugar-coated cereals, for instance - contain up to 50
percent sugar.
•40 million Amel'icans are overweight; almost half
die of heart disease.
Soaring food pri~es, increasing world food shortages,

Happy New Year

and mounting evidence of the dangerous health effects
of the overly processed and refined American diet
indicate that, if left to its own devices, the Federal ·
government will not take the steps necessary to
develop a responsible food policy. The food industry- the corporations that bring you Cool-Whip and
Twinkies-have sold Americans on a diet of sugarladen, fat-rich " convenience" foods that are contributing to a national epidemic of heart'" disease,
diabetes, hyperte.nsion and obesity. While encouraging
unhealthy eating habits through advertising and
availability, these corporations are also contributing to
high food prices. A Federal Trade Commission study
estimated that consumers were overcharged $2 billion
in 1972, because of the monopolistic structure of
several segments of the food industry.
As government and corporate decision-makers allow
the food situation to deteriorate further, it becomes
clear that individuals and organizations in communities and campuses across the nation will have to
begjn a massive education effort- an effort aimed at
changing personal eating habits; improving food
welfare programs; reforming corporations that
promote the sale of billions of dollars worth of
nutritionally-empty, resource-squandering junk foods;
investigating the energy- and resource-intensive
practices of agribusiness that are forcing small farmers off the land; and developing national policies
which recognize the needs of hungry people at home
and abroad.
This job requires a national organizing effort. The
non-profit Center for Science in the Public Interest, in
conjunction with dozens of other groups and individuals, is building a movement to take on .this task,
a movement that will blossom on FOOD DAY, a
national day of action on the food crisis. FOOD DAY is
set for April 17, 1975.
We hope that college and university students will
take part in FOOD DAY, using their campuses as
organizing focal points for both campus- and community-<>riented activities. As a first step in accomplishing this, we urge students and faculty to set up
joint committees to investigate what can be done at
your campus, such as creating a campus-community
garden or food coop, initiating sweeping changes in
university food-buying policies, or planning massive
teach-ins for April 17th.
Students at the Universities of Michigan and
Wisconsin are already planning teach-ins for next
Spring. At Yale, a student-faculty committee has
planned a six-week lecture-discussion series on world
food problems and bas already organized a fast in
which over 2000 students participated
The food problems which face the nation and the
world 1emand immediate action, and there are dozens
of things you can do now. These include:
•write to President Ford and urge him to make
additional food aid available to needy nations as soon
as possible. Urge your university president or stude.n t
council to do likewise.
•Find out how much fertilizer your university uses to
keep its lawns green. and request that such wasteful
use of this critically-needed resource be halted.
•Request that at least half the selections in vending
machines on campus contain wholesome snack
foods- fruit, fruit juice, yogurt, unsalted nuts and
seeds, etc.-instead of junk foods.
•Contact local consumer. environmental, or Public
Interest Research Groups (PIRG) to find out what
activities can be undertaken in your community.
Initial FOOD-DAY actions may not make headlines
or immediately change Federal or corporate policies,
but they will put decision-makers on notice that the
American public is no longer willing to participate in
the wasteful use of food resources.
The rise of the environmental movement and the end
to direct American involvement in the Vietnam War
are directly traceable to campus activity. The students
of America can once again make a commitment to
actions that can result in long-<>verdue changes in the
way in which the Federal government, corporate
America, and individuals decide how and to whom food
will be allocated.
FOOD DAY national offices are open at 1785
Massachusetts Ave. NW, Room 206, Washington, D.C.
20036 (202-462-8510) . U you are interested in organizing
FOOD DAY teach-ins or other activities, contact the
office for further information and organizing
suggestions.
Sincerely,
Kathy Kelly
Frances Moore Lappe'
President
author of Diet for a Small Planet
National Student Association
William Sloane Coffin
Chaplain
Yale University

..._

Michael Jacobson
FOOD DAY coordinator
Center for Science in the
Public Interest
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Stereotypes. stiffle media

by Theodore Lewis
The gallivanting of major television·
studios to auditores incrementum
(increased audience) during vital hours
of telemania (this is approximately the
time span from 6:30p.m . to 10:30 p.m.)
when America's working legions return
from intense drudgery in our nations
work/ sweat houses. After their mental
fortitude bas been exhausted by the
day, they recoup and rejuvenate their
resources for the next day's role as a
salary-slave.
It's Wednesday night and Mary Eptus
'anticipating what Bob's temperament
is, scurries into the kitchen to set up a
snack tray with two six packs and
liverwurst fingerettes. Next, Mary
turns the television to channel 7 (for
Bob will/ would crucify her if anything
else was on) for the wholeseome
entertainment provided in " That's My
Mama !"
A typic.a l viewing of " That's My
Mama" involves some•. all or IJ1<!~t Q{
the typical activities of typical Negro
lifestyles, which are demonstrated by
the ultra-passive Clifton and the

verbose, bellowing emasculating
Mama, who depict how " normal"
Media in America has on occasion
"typed" certain groups within its
shores; on this we agree. Americans
try to be the kind of citizen they feel
"types" and typifies a good American.
This is common to all cultures.
What we no doubt will agree on is
this: Black folks are finally coming
around to recognizing and dealing with
all those negatively projected images
which we feel is not a true
representation of positive black life. As
we create the new images, let us look
around and gauge the impact they
make and will make on those persons
who seek to understand why we feel it
necessary to change. After all they are
the ones that pushed the other images
on us in the first place. We are really
just catching up, slowly but sho'ly.
Negroes live from day to day. A typical
incident portrayed is when Clifton hires
and old army buddy as a house servant,

who has been convicted of steaJ.ing. The
coup de grace comes when Mama fmds
her silverware missing. The silverware
turns out to have been taken by her
psuedo-sophisticated daughter by
mistake.
To finally bury this ninth degree
garbage, attributed to those ingenious
minds graduating from renowned
universities (cum laude, cum laude) ,
that produces anything Cob laude
laude) to keep their prospective
television stations on top in the Nielsen
ratings, this slop job of portraying
black family life, a catchall stereotype,
is shoved down the public's throat.
These over-generalized stereotypes
are what too many Americans (that's a
stereotype). try to form their overall
concepts of the black man around. They
are misleading and incomplete at best
and slanderous and destructive to
human relations at worst.
The media could certainly find more
substance for its prime time television
shows than ethnic stereotypes. Couldil't
it?

FOR SALE: '68 Olds-442. Runs
great-A mechanic's car.
Power
steering and windows, air conditioning,
automatic trans. $600. Call Bill after 5
P.M. 968-1406.

* ••

FOR SALE : Fisher skis. Hot waxed
and ready to go. Tyrolia bindings. Used
one season. Excellent condition. Call
312-389-1663. Ask for Greg.

•••

Know anybody who has any furniture
they would like to get rid of-<>lder type
furniture preferred. Please contact)
Audrey 534-5000 ext. 2394.

· wANTED: Mature and responsible
individual or couple to live in our house
from December 'l:l through March 2. We
will give you our house and facilities ;
you give us the care of tbe house, a few
plants, our cat, dog and 16-year old son
who goes to school and works 3 or 4
evenings a week. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths.
Located in Park Forest 10 minutes from
GSU. Call 748-7355.

For sale : Large beautiful executiv~
desk. ' 60" X 34"- s7o, Stovo: 36", S30;
child's car seat, lik~ new- S7; toaster
$3. Call extension 2Z93 or home - 7480820.

For Sale
ONYX Chess Set. Bought in Mexico.
Figures & Board. $50, reply to mailbox
413, BPS. Comparable to S120 value.

FOR SALE: 1970 VW Camper.
Excellent condition. Low miles.
Contact 783-o770.

FOR SALE: Coleman camping
equipment, oasis tent, stove, ovens
laterns, jug, cooler, heater, never used.
798-7623.

•••

WORK WANTED:
Will Babysit while your in class in
exchange for free room and board. Call
335-3298 or call Innovator.
Need ride to 70th & Stony Island
Monday and Thursday at 10:30 caJl
Innovator ; they wUI contact Virginia S.
Cram. Will help with gas.
HELP! I need a good used classical or
steel guitar for a beginner. Can spend
up to $75. Call Paul Parker at 799-2236
or drop line in HLD mail box 8594_or
see me in theatre Tuesday or Thursday
morning.
FOR SALE :

•

••

For Sale
2 children's bouncing spring horses
large size-$15.00
regular size-sto.oo
also
little girl's clothing-sizes 2-5
phone 748-3001
WANTED: Sponsor..Jor Women's
Bowling Team. Richton Park Bowling
Lanes. Monday Nights- 9:30. Spons«!r
fee S15 plus shirts. Excellent bowlers.
Call extension 2461. 8:30- 5:00. Good
opportunity for publicity.
Share a House
In Homewood for male student, (2).

Diamond engagement ring. Appraisal
with ring. See Barbara Purcell in Vice
President For Academic Affairs Office,
3rd floor.
1967 VW Squareback, Rebuilt engine.
Good condition. reasonable price.
Contact Faruk Gani, 755-&181.
1968 Volkswagen. Sunroof, radio,
several new things, snow tires. Call-7484506.
"Skiers" for sale 1 Volkswagen ski
rack; lock & keys 110 or offer. Call Lea
Ann 312-349-G966
Calculator for sale 120. ~ee Cashier
after 2:00 In The Cafeteria.
Stove for sale; small apartment size gas
stove. good condition $20. Call Buffy at
335-3298 or 534-5000 <GSU>, ext. 2355-7.

Reasonable rate. Contact Joe Bremmon HLD Work study ·student.
Free, Free, Free
One, possibly two cats, to a good home.
Jim 672-8355.
Junk cars towed away free!!
Nancy Bresnyan, 11028 So. Mansfield,
Chicago Ridge, lllinois.

NOW ON SALE AT GSU BOOKSTORE
OR DIRECT FROM POET: Book of
poems written by GSU student. For
autographed copy, call Ramonita
Sagarra on ext. 2353. $1.75 to students,
$2.00 per copy to staff.
MUST SELL: 3-bedroom home in
Olympia Highlands section of Chicago
Heights. 1-1/ 2 baths, air conditioning,
re~ced in yard, furnace and driveway.
$40,900. 804 Maple Drive. Chicago
Heights. 754-3331.
LOST ON GSU SITE: White Alaskan
Malamute, 4 1/ 2 years old, weight at 75
lbs. No collar. A reward is being offered. If you have seen it please contact President Engbretson.

..

..

1966 Ford LTD. $400.00 or best offer.
747-1781 after 5:00 p.m. (home) or
extension 2324.
Wanted: A desk. Call X2293/ home 7480820.·

Topline is an experimental
feature of the Innovator designed
to make use of normally unused
white space. You are welcome to
write copy for it. Just keep it
brief and to the point. That point
may be a barb if you wish.

FOR SALE : Fiat parts, crommodora
wheels, Xas tires (5), Koni shocks,
tools, manuals etc. 798-7623.

•••

HOUSE FOR SALE: Completely
redecorated Town House. 4 br., 2-1/2
baths. Asking $35,900. 929 White Oak
Lane, Park Forest South. Call Mrs.
Joseph Cathey. Days 727-6534.
Evenings 534-0785.

•••

For Sale
Jfil! Vega Hatchback, Radio, Aut().
Trans., Low ~ileage. $1,500.00. Call
Ray 687-2253.
FOR SALE: Women's clothes size 12.
Three boxes: 2 wool, $35 each box, 1
polyester $25. Original value over $200
each boJ~: . Also green antiqued chest
and lamp table, $30 for both. Call 815469-3531 or Box 501 , BPS.

•••

WANTED: Graduate Student,
Accpunting Background to assist Dean
of College of Cultural Studies. Hours 911 per week. Please contact GSU,
Extension 244 L
1967 VW, clean well maintained. 45,000
miles. 30 miles per gall~n. $150.00.
Super car. 534-&384.

Ride Needed·

MUST SELL: Twin or double
bedframe, $3. 6-year crib, $5. 2 twin
headboards Free. Bouncing spring
horse, $5. Call 754-3331.

At 10:30 p.m. to 71st & Stony Island on
Mondays and Thursday. Will contribute
towards g~s. Leave message at the
Innovator.

FOR SALE: '72 Dodge Colt. 2-dr.,
radio, stick, 50,000-mi. warranty,
21,000-mi., $1600 or best offer. Call ext.
2498 or 747~20.

I'm looking for a room-mat~ or willing
to share Apt/ house. Raman K. Patel (male) (312) 345-4667.

•••

•••

Graduate student seeks
house/ apartment to share, vicinity or
GSU. Contact John Flowers extension
2315. 754-0883.
FOR SALE: 1973 Mercury Marquis
Brougham. Full power including FM
stereo and cruise control. Low mileage
and pe~fect condition. For more
information, call: 534-0231 after 6:00
p.m.
Clarinet, excellent condition, $160.
Reply to BPS box /1847. Include mailing
address and phone number to arrange a
contact day.

Reward! Reward!! Reward!!!
For a lost small, grey, shaggy poodle.

MGB For Sale
1970 MCG new top, New tires, new
clutch, Aj\1/ F)1 radio, tape. $1,200. II
interested, leave name and phone
11umber in BPS box #413.

She answers to the name of " Roach".
There is a tag on her black collar. If you
have seen her please contact Art Fisher
at (312) 739-7127.

For sale or trade:
1971 VW camper-sink, icebox. Penthouse bed. tent, etc. Sleeps 2 adults
and 4 children-more with tent attached. $2,500.0(! or trade for station
wago11 or equ~l value. Call Ray 687-2253.

I need a good used classical or steel
guitar for a beginner. can spend up to
$75.00. Call Paul Parker at 799-2236 or
drop a line in HLD mailbox #594, or see
me in the theatre on Tues. & Thurs.
mornings.

HELP!

•••

Wanted-16" or larger black and white
T.V. Call John Heinz, GSU ext. 2126.

•••

Wanted-1964--66 Ford Econoline Van,
does not necessarily have to run. Becky
Keller 481-9779 or ICC.

•••

Attention art students. Model for hire.
Call Leslie, evenings, 747-&490.

Wanted
Luggage rack or car-top carrier for VW
Beetle. Call 748-9237.

For Sale
One' Volkswagon ski rack. Lock and
keys. SIO.OO or best offer. Call _Leo _Annat (312) 349-6966.

Wanted
R1ders from Melrose Park; Tues.,
Thurs., days. Call C. Bonus at (312) 3459525.

For Sale

1970 :\1averick, ExceJlent condition. 2
Dr. - 6cyl. Auto. trans. -radio, btr.whitewaUs, 2 studded snow tires, Coral
red. $12·00.00. Call 389-2257 or use BPS
mailbox 767.
1968 Ford Station Wagon; New brakes,
new exhaust, new carburetor, good
second car. $350. 754-7..913 (days>.

)
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MY BACK PAPERS

Roundin' corners.
Lovin' now.
Taken care of badly.
Movin' down.
Drum dawn.
Come down.
Gettin' down.
Cbatterin', clatterin'
Cgmin' round with heavy sound.
On lights.
Right on action.
Off shot main attraction.
Fingers that fly.
A lead that doesn't lie.
Flak out of a satin sack.
Feelin' .
Makin'.
Lovin'.
Touchin' kind of !eelin'.
Loud cloud ;
Winter into spring·around again.
Dreamin' and truein' theJD.
Lasting time seeing you.
Imagining re_asons for keeping on.
Blue sound comin' round.
Summertime sound goin' down.
Seein' through the gone rain.
S~y bright sunday.
Sky blue bead.
Blue dancer.
Blond prancer.
Red-spotted brunette belly dancer.
Boogy down, Goddamn.
Lead goin' to read from the magic
book of music.
Cold pots, warm slots.
Mean jive.
Buzzin' like a beehive.
Boogyin' to the beat.
Not bein' too discrete.
Every guy grab a seat.
I t's warm and juiey and ready to eat.
Swingin' in time.
Love comin' down,
Second time around.
Rich on red.
Hairy Jerry.
Shadowy eyes.
Seconds the time ~pent
in sorting bearded men out.
Red spot high11ghting something
hidden.
Cad\ilacs and dreams.
Funky screams.
CymboHc logic.
Teethpickin' neatlickin'.
Wiskey drinkin', wine drank.
Melodies that flow
from softness to valience.
And in the end the golden silence of
night'£ end.

Thoughts on
the preceding
Sometimes to expand upon an idea is to
leave it alone.
Why waste words on what speaks for
itself? 1
Sometimes the ideas are more'
important than the words that give
them meaning.
What you read were impressions
gotten from listening and watching
blast activities. Many are re-arranged
words sung by the band. Many are puns
that strain to work. Even if Nebula's
five are the only ones who understand
it, that alone is reason enough for
writing it If one person understands it
that is reason enough. Because it may
change the W8:Y that person sees
himself in relation to the things and
· people around him in such a way 'as to
develop himself as a persol_l. He/she.
may begin to notice the obvious things
they never noticed before, as I did when
I ~cribbled down those_thoughts as they
occurred to me.

happiness, sadness

P APERS is
a
column/uncolumn about things that
happen to me and to people around me
as they relate to you. It is about
me/ unme and about others who have
made impressions upon me-whose
lives have impacted upon me and mine
upon their's. It is some of the most
unconventional journalism/
unjournalism you have ever seeri.
I make no pretense about being objective. And I welcome your input.
I will share this page with anyone who
bas a need to express themselves upon
it. Just ask and it's yours.
And now; onward, upward and over.
The Year End Blast
MY

Full Nebula

Mistletoe, madness,

Tony Wordynskl

BACK

Sheer

Under the mistletoe tonight
12 times sounded
each time it felt right.
But 9 of· them read between the lines
something he never meant to say.
He wanted from them only a minute
but they took it another way,.
Yet 3 responded
which told him they cared.
Onehelped him feed an orphan the day before.
Another toldlfun his head was together and kissed him back.
And another thought of a Sunday afternoon they'd helped
each other: And he wanted to make that up to her.
And on the balcony was a_blonde who wanted to be·
omnipotent.
And be sensed her loneliness.
She said that's the way .she wanted to be and
that she didn't mind him standing there next
to her:
He offered her his cup of punch.
And be saw in her eyes someone saying:
«Touch me, but not too much, because I've been
· hurt too."
And she smiled when he told her bow he understood
how from her vantage point she couldfeel omnipotent.
And he-groped for words to say to her
so he co).lld see that smile again.
And he wondered if-she was thinking the same thing.
He got so lllgb on that smile.
And he hit tbe.ground. when she walked away.

BEAUTY
BEGINS

.

nebulosity
A dead man's song about a dream his
father kept inside.
And a freak crushed before he could
reach out for wnat he wanted to teach.
Winter changing into spring.
People chattering instead of listen'.
Hair gettin' i.n the way of bein' able to
say what you're
tryin' to say.
Backwalking into starshine.
Wind and rain.
Chaifi$ of love.
Crazy thoughts
Licorice ideas.
Candy faces.
Free and easy.
Rllllllii)' a watch by the river.
Together, on and on.

The blast as

an experience
TJ:l'e Year End Blast w<t::. a10t or work
for Grant, Beckey, Karen, Dave, Jeff,
Ric, et.al.. I don't have to mention last
names (I don't know all of them
anyway) . You know who you ·are. Jolly
go6d show of it. all, gang.
A lot of people really dug it. Most of
the hundred or so attendees were
EASers. They danced to Nebula; five
talented, tempestous tetrapods namea
Otis, Paul, Biliy, Carrie and Palmer.
They watched Buster Keaton at his
silent best. They danced. They sang.
They caroused.
Smiles were shared_, propositibns
fielded, egos bruised, punch drunk,
jokes flung, jabs jabbed, girls fondled
and body language exchanged.
Phantasmagoria gave way to
pantomime, promises to kisses,
conversations to orations and quietness
to boisterosity.
Many will remember it fondly. Some
will remember unpleasantness. In the
final analysis it was the people who
made it wha.t it was. Whether it worked
or not was up to the people who
participated in the blast. Its aftermath
was their creation. Its successes due to
their effortand involvement: Its failure
to whatever they did or did not do.
People make this place what it- is.
People like me and all of you who read
this.

Plastic putdown
Plastic mistletoe,
a plastic tree.
Artificial fragments of a feeling that used to be.
But people made it beautiful.
People made it hurt.
Plastic is a people word.
Made for a peopled world.
For nature knows no alibis:
And plastic's not her styi{
If people only learned from that,
then Christmas spirit would last awhile.

HERE ...

For the night student

Listening for ·the 8cho
of daytime
Jean Kiana ~ A lit

f
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A GSU NIGHT STUDENT buffing into class a few minutes late, trying to dispel
the confusion wrought by backed·up expressway traffic, late-arriving' sitters or
bad-tempered bosses, sometimes feels the only competency which can be achieved
is just getting through ·the session without spilling hastily-purchased cartons of
, coffee all over peers and coordinator. Night student,s know there's a life going on
out there in the university, but there's so little time or opportunity to participate
that_ it r;mains remote, S?mething "other students" do, ·papered over by a
bewildenng hodge-podge of acronyms desigped to obscure instead of clarify.
As a smdent who wasn't sure until recently that the place opened up before
sundown-let alone where her mailbox was-let mer.eport some basic facts of GSU
life to the rest of you night students who sometimes feel-as r did for many
months-a little out of it.
First of all, the sun does shine tbr.ough those giant windows during the day on a
staff and student body who often get as confused as we do at night. I always
. suspected that Governors State might be a great place to hang around, and
gradually I'm discovering all kinds of nifty people and places which I had no idea
existed. Just the other day and quite by accident, I Jound the CCS student lounge.
You didn't know we had one? I'm not surprised. It's deserted most of the time.
That's why I love it. It's a great place to get away from it all, like those unspoiled
spots that rich people are always whipping off to before the tourists show up. But
the most mind-boggling experience so far occurred when I attended a recent
meeting of the SSAC. That-means Student Services Advisory Committee, (I think) .
This is the group which administers student activity funds. They allocate money
'for student-run media like the INNOVATOR and a new video-taped news service
which will be offered to the GSU c-ommunity soon on an experimental basis. If
y~u're a student who needs money to travel to a workshop'or conference related to
your field of study, the Committee are the folks to persuade that your -project has
mer;it but -can't go forward without traveling money. Want to start a club or
organization open to the GSU community but r.evolving around a special interest?
The SSAC is the place to go. In addition to funding, they' ll help with the paperwork
of getting started and even assist you in working out an operational budget for your
organization.
I went to the December 17 meeting because I understood that appropriations for
the INNOVATOR were to be discussed. As it turned out, consideration of this
program was referred to a subcommittee composed of
Novak, Robert Blue and
Rebecca Keller, who agreed to clarify the INNOVATOR's financial needs in detail
and report back to the full committee by Friday. That .issue, presumal:!ly, will be
settled by the time this article app,ear.s.
However, my most indelible impression was not the business which c.a me under
discussion but th~ committee itself. All are students, these watch:.clogs of the p urse.
and they-displayed a sympathetic response to therequests laid before them as well
as a hard-nosed sense of fiscal responsibility which was a delight to watch. The
interplay between members of the committee and those who submitted requests
for funds can only be described as pure theater.
Corliss Muse, chairperson of the committee, favors a smartly no-nonsense
approach. In the interests of efficiency, she-quickly determined which of those
pt_esent were supplicants and relegated the rest of us whom she described as
"ju5t visiting' ' this public meeting, to the outskirts of th~ room. Luckily, the office
where we met was small enough to permit interested auditors a full opportunity to
attend to the business at hand even though we were not exactly made tb feel we
were going to be buggy-bear buddies forever.
Because the matter in which I was interested was dispatched so quickly, I could
have left the meeting a fewminutes after it began. But by this timer was seated in
a far corner of the room, and it would have been difficult for me to·1eave without
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absolutely transfixed! Every request was so conscientiously examined, ·I promise
you Mayor Daley himself would quail before the scrutiny of this body. It tiuly
seemed to me that all members of the committee were deeply' consciouS of their
responsibility to distribute the limited funds at their disposal as equf'l.~
possible. Our money is in good hands.
~
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Cooperative Education as 1t
relates to your situation

Innovator

•

CO-OP CODE
Here's how to r ead the Magic
Numbers a ppearing at the end of each
Job D~cription.
N

MONTH (November}

J OB

JOB I.D. # (12)

BC

COORDINATOR (Burt
Collins)

Now that you know how to read the
Magic Numbers, here's what you do
next. Cut out the job description and
take it to the coordinator r esponsible
for that position.
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
ROOM NUMBERS & TELEPHONE
NUMBERS
Phone Room
Central
2164/ 2163
BC-Burt Collins
BPS
RK-RobertKelley 2Z76/ 2'1:17
MR-Marshall Reavis 2Z76/ 2m
ES-Elaine Strauss 2164/ 2163

D-1205
D-3324
D-3326
D-1206

ccs

TH-Tom Haogsby

2459 B-2314

EAS

LF-Leon Fennoy
RH-Russell Hollister
JW-Jack Wysong
HLD
TD-Tom Deem .
CT-Carolyn ~al!Jott

2494 A-1120
2489 A-1121
2493 A-1122
2212 C-3608
2359 C-3607

FELLOWSHIP
The National Fellowships Fund of the
Counc il of Southern Universities,
operating under a grant from the Ford
Foundation is oCfering a limited
number of Graduate Fellowships to
Black, Mexican and Native Americans
who intend to pursue pos t baccalaureate profess ional degrees
such as M.D., J .D. or Masters and/ or
Doctoral degrees in Business Administration, Education, Library
Science, Public Administration, Publk
HeaJth or Urban Affairs and Planning.
The Awards are for one year but are
renewable if the student maintains
satisfactory progress. The deadline for
submitting applications is January 5th
1975. For further information see Burt
Collins .
N-1-TH

Word/ Study students , possibly
others. Work as re creation
programers, social workers, detached
workers/ community organizers in
alternative after-care program for
adjudicated delinquents, caseload of 5.
Or area of problems of tenants rights in
Chicago (public housing projects).

N-17-BC
Please be advised that the U.S. Office
of Education bas signed a contractual
agreement with GSU on September 19,
1974, to hire three (3) students to fill
Cooperative Education work assignmerits in Washington, DC. The
agreement indicates that students
filling these positions will be from the
following academic disciplines:
Education ; Business E ducation ;
Journalis m ; English ; Accounting;
History ; and Psychology. Students
classified as Juniors will be paid at the
rate of GS 4 and Seniors a t GS 5.
N-18-RK
Two operations Clerks needed. Work
in data processing & handling various
accounts. Duties include sorting of
checks, being able to operate the
key/ punch machine, and keep track of
individual accounts. Salary ~2.50/ hour,
s~me night shift hours .
N-19-RK
Data Process Trainee needed. No
experience necessary, will be trained.
Duties include typing, key-punch
machine, computer machine. Salary is
$2.50/ hour for a 20 hour week. The
applicant that is sufficiently int~rested
may have salary increased & additional on the job training.
N-21-RK
Editing Specialist needed. liood
command of English necessary,
organization at:td ·be able to edit avariety of computer runs. Knowledge of
computer operation is not essential.
S3.00/ hour for up to a 40 hour week. Coop placement of 4 to 6 months.
N-22-RK
Production Control Clerk wanted.
Expected to make an inventory of raw
materials unloaded directly from trains
or trucks into plant. Keep brief records.
$3.15/ hour. Day, evening, and late
evening shifts. Initially for 60. to 120
days. Should be dependable & basic
knowledge of math.
~-JS-TB

Placement/ DeveloP{Ilent counselor.
Develop College· work/ study assignments in public or priv(!te non-for-profit
agencies. Interview pros pective
student workers, referring people to
developed assignments , prepare
payroll information, etc. Expected to
be available up to 40 hrs per week when
classes aren't in session, 15-20 hrs
during school.
N-39-TH

South Suburban Agency needs two
typists and some counselors in drug
abuse. Prefer females and a knowledge
of drugs desired. Work/ study students.
~-4{)-TB

N-3-TH

Will County community wishes a
student with a background in English,
Municipal Government, or Journalism,
to write 'stringers' for area newspaper.
Articles will be bylines & pay $12.50 per
article.
N-5-TH

Work/ Study student in grass roots
community organizing activity. Opportunity available in South Suburban
a rea.
N-7-TR
Work/ Study student to work in "Job
Bank Program" in very low income
minority community in South Suburb.
Opportunity to develop interviewing
s kills with clients & employers.
Primary responsibility on maintaining
records of applicants for jobs & counsel
them on skill identification and preemployment preparation. Position for
one student left.
N-12-TD

Tutors needed in Communications
(Reading, Writing), English, Math,
Science , Business , and Natural
Science. Need to have completed 60
semester hrs or 90 quarter hrs, C plus
average. Major in English, Reading,
Math, or Natural Science. Able to work
comfortably & effectively with
minority population and function independently. Bu s iness Major ,
Work/ SV''iy.

_...-

Administrative Assistant to Police
Chief. Two/ Three days week. Must
have dealt with people in conflict.
Background in Sociology, Psychology,
Political Science. Work/ study
students.
N-42-SC
Substitute mother, while mother is ill.
3 p.m. to 7 p.m. Help with 2 teenage
girls. Light housework, help pick out
clothes, cook (1 meal a day) , be able to
drive.
!10-44-TH

, Opportunity to work in an academic
library in Chicago area. Variety of
duties including cataloging, shelving,
and desk work.
D-2-MR
Need individual with accounting
background or general bookkeeping in
transportation area. Starting wage
$3/ hr. Hours. days can be arranged to
Iit individual's needs.
D-3-BC
S ummer Jobs in Europe 1975 booklet
is now in at the main Co-op office. See
Sandy Conely or Burt Collins for more
information.
D-5-BC Wiscons in S tate Civll Service
Vacancy Bulletin is now in at the main
(;o-op office. See Burt Collins or Sandy
Conely for more information.

D-6-BC
Alumni Affairs Coordinator to
assume responsibility within the SUNY
central administration for assisting
emerging campus alumni programs
and ser ving as liaison with multicampus system's Confederation of
Alumni Associations. Successful experience in all aspects of alumni
programming e ssential. Com munication skills necessary. Located in
New York.
D-7-BC
Assistant Director , University
Relations. Capable, experienced person
to assume responsibility of providing
promotional copywriting for major
publications and advertising programs.
Candidates should possess a bachelor's
degree and at least 3 years of
professional experience. Experience in
Higher education is desirable. Located
in Iowa.
D-g...BC
Vice President, University Relations.
Plan, organize and direct all programs
devoted to obtaining gilts for University; oversee alumni & public information programs. Work with
President and Board of Trustees as well
as University relations staff. Located in
California.

CONFERENCES
1. American Marketing Association,
Chicago Chapter,. yearly conference on
March 19, 20 & 21, 1975 at the SheratonChicago Hotel on North Michigan Ave.
Personilel Managers from a variety of
companies will be interviewing
graduating Seniors for jobs. For more
information, see Burt Collins in Room
D1204.
D-10-BC
News Writer. Write news & feature
stories for weekly bouse organ and offcampus releases. Degree & two years
experience required. Located in
Virginia.
D-12-BC
Director of Foundation and Government Resources. Needed to direct
program of government/ foundation
fund r-aising. BA required, MA
preferred. Two years successful record
in this area of fund raising. Located in
Ohio.
·
D-13-BC
Director of Public Relations. Needed
to plan, execute and manage public
relations program involving full range
of PR functions, including news bureau,
media relations, publications and institutional promotion. Writing skills
essential. Journalistic or public
relations writing experience preferred,
college PR experience a plus,
familiari ty with graphics and layout
helpfuL Located in metropolitan Cincinnati area.

ADVERTISING PAlS.
Octvertile il the imovatw

What's GSU
Financial Aids (FA) - The office that makes it possible for many
GSUers to attend who might not otherwise. ll disseminates
information on grants, scholarships, loans and other means of
· ftnancial aid. It determines elligibility for a given means of aid
which best fits your needs and requirements.
Cooperative Education (Coop Ed) - the means by which a student
can earn while he learns, both financially and academically. It is in
effect an on-the-job training program geared to the needs of the
student and the community.
Research and Innovation - The wing of the university responsible
for determining the need for and the types of changes in order for
the university to remain viable and flexible in responding to the
activities happening around it. This unit scans the environment and
reports back to those responsible for implimenting and
maintaining changes. It recommends new directions for
exploration in conjunction with outside agencies.
Instructional Communications Center <ICC) - functions as a unit
which produces learning materials for all four colleges as well as a
source for communications materials <graphics, typography,
photographs) for the Office of Communications publication <Phaze
1) and the Innovator.
Learning Resources Center <LRC> - maintains and distributes
informational material in the media formats of print, film and
recordmgs. It is accessible to all GSU students, faculty and
administrators, as well as to members of the surrounding
community.
The Innovator -- the student newqer of GSU. It is published bimonthly and is the primary source of information to GSUers as well
as the means of expression for its readers. Its services include free
publication of classified ads for all students.
.
Pbaze 1 - the weekly publication put out by the Office of
Communications. Like the Innovator, it too is an essential sour ce of
information, though its orientation is more toward faculty and
other professional people at GSU.
The University Assembly - University policy reviewing and
recommending organization. Its thirty-three members include
students, faculty, civil service staffers and community
representatives. Its six standing committees, open to anyone, are:
Committee on Educational Programs and Policies
Committee on Human Services
Committee on Fiscal ResoureilS
Committee c:in Physical Resoilrces
Committee on Governance
Committee on the Future
Student Services Advfsory Committee (SSAC) - eight member
organization primarily responsible for apportioning and generally
supervising expenditures of student activity fees to recognized
activities and organizations.
University Advocate - the person to whom you go with problems
which no other campus organization can solve. His job is helping
you find answers to questions as well as solutions to problems.
Student Services - conglomerate which provides students with
counseling, recreational activities, testing and health services. It is
this office that you go to for photo i.d. 's, lost and found a nd lockers.
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